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About TEX & LATEX

I am talking mainly about LATEX. And mainly teTeX (Unix)
distributions (Mac OSX included), and some external
commands should be modified for MiKTeX (Windows
distribution).

One should be aware that on “old” coxeter the default TEX
(aka tex.new) was 1 year old and tex.old (which was the
defaut until 1.5 y.a.) was 7-8 years old.
Let’s check the version on new coxeter:
On coxeter
% pdftex -v
pdfeTeX 3.141592-1.30.6-2.2 (Web2C 7.5.5)
kpathsea version 3.5.5
However pdfeTeX 3.141592-1.40 is now in beta stage.
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TEX tree

TEX is installed in the TEX tree. The location of this tree
can vary but on coxeter tex.new is installed into
/usr/local/software/tetex-3.0-gcc3
directory.

It is controlled by a file
/usr/local/software/tetex-3.0-
gcc3/share/texmf/web2c/texmf.cnf
which in particular has lines
TEXMFLOCAL = $SELFAUTOPARENT/share/texmf-local
TEXMFHOME = $HOME/texmf
The first of them is for administators to install packages
which are either not part of the distribution or are newer
than those in the distribution. These packages have priority
over those in the distribution.
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The second one is for users: creating in the home directory
subdirectory called texfm and putting there a correct of
folders users can use packages which are either not
system-wide installed or are newer than system-wide
installed.

These packages have priority over system-wide
available.
Priority is defined by the following line in texmf.cnf:
TEXMF=$HOMETEXMF,!!$TEXMFLOCAL,!!$TEXMFTE,!!$TEXMFMAIN
where !! means that corresponding directories are loaded
only from the hash.
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Subtree in yor texfm directory (branches are optional; could
be more of them):

I doc

I fonts

I pk ← install your pk font files here
I tfm ← install your tfm metric files here

I tex
I generic
I latex ← install your packages here
I plain

I web2c ← put your own texmf.cnf here
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MikTeX (on Windows) has a nice package manager (mpm);

now it is ported to Unix (Linux and MacOS X included) but
one needs a root power to use it and the compilers to
compile the source.
However mpm installs/updates only packages ‘wrapped’ for
MikTeX distribution; other packages should be
installed/updated manually.
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Execution

TEX and LATEXcould be executed either using front-end
application such as TeXShop for Mac and WinEdit for
windows, or using terminal by
% tex foo.tex
% latex foo.tex
% pdftex foo.tex
% pdflatex foo.tex

Sequences

foo.tex
tex−→ foo.dvi

dvips−→ foo.ps
ps2pdf−→ foo.pdf

and foo.tex
pdftex−→ foo.pdf are not equivalent!
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To call helper applications one needs to use --shell-escape
switch
% pdflatex --shell-escape foo.tex

This option enables command \write18{Shell command}
which writes commands to the standard UNIX input.
Usually it is needed for the needs of the current document
and to exectute this command without delay one should
preceede it by \immediate
but it could be a security risk with malicious.tex

Not all shortcomings force TEX to stop. However warnings
are written into foo.log. This is why it is useful to open
foo.log and study Warnings – at least when you finished
writing your document.
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Splitting the input

To use few smaller files instead of one large file one can use
\input command:
\input{inputfile.tex}

LATEXknows also \include which is equivalent to
\clearpage \input{inputfile.tex} \clearpage
Therefore, included file starts from the new page. This
command should not be used in preamble!

Command \includeonly{. . . } could be used only in
preamble, listing some of the files which later are listed via
\include{. . . }.
This command controls which of the included files are
actually used.
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Why to use LATEX?

Reasons to use LATEX

I Its referencing and indexing features

I Enormous number of packages

I It is under constant development
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.aux files

Standard LATEX counts many different things - sections,
equations, pages,. . .

and writes information page-by-page into foo.aux. If file
foo.aux exists when you start LATEX, it reads foo.aux, stores
it into memory and empties foo.aux. So, changes made in
foo.aux will be available in the next LATEX run only. This is
why one needs to run LATEX few times and sometimes when
foo.aux is corrupted, LATEX fails and trashing foo.aux fixes
the problem. The same rule applies when you add packages
changing the format of .aux file (f.e. hyperref).

Some packages create other types of auxillary files – and the
same remarks apply to them.
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Counters, labels and references

Command \thesection returns current value of the counter
section, \theequation returns the current value of the
counter equation, etc. . . .

If you place somewhere a mark \label{mylabel} then
\ref{mylabel} returns value of the counter which counts the
minimal counted environment (section, subsection, . . . ,
theorem, equation. . . ), containing this mark while
\pageref{mylabel} returns the page number containing this
mark.

Package hyperref will then create a link from \ref{mylabel}
to the beginning of the environment, and from
\pageref{mylabel} to the top of the corresponding page.
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The pair \bibitem{mylabel} – \cite{mylabel} work in the
same way.

Some packages create other types of references: with
package varioref \vref{mylabel} returns the same as

\ref{mylabel} on page \pageref{mylabel}
unless the page is the current page (then page reference will
be supressed).

Creation of subject indices (for books) work in the similar
way.
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Playing with counters

The meaning of
\newcounter{mycounter}
\setcounter{mycounter}{10}
\addtocounter{mycounter}{-3}
is obvious.

Command \refstepcounter{mycounter} also increases the
value of mycounter by 1 but is more preferrable when
creating environments: hyperref marks this place by pdf
anchor but not where \addtocounter{mycounter}{1} is used
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Structure of LATEX document
LATEX document consists of preamble and document.
Preamble must contain exactly one statement like this one
\documentclass{myclass}
or
\documentclass[options]{myclass}

and usually it is on the very top but certain statements could
preceed it.

Class myclass is described by file myclass.cls in the TEX tree
and so on. Popular classes are article, amsart, book,
amsbook, memoir. Some other classes are buggy and/or not
supported anymore. Other classes could be incompatible
with packages you need to use.

For your thesis type on coxeter prompt
% locate thesis | grep cls
and select class from the list. There are at least 2 University
of Toronto classes satisfying School of Graduate Studies
requirements.
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About LATEX packages

In preamble after class is announced one can load packages
by
\usepackage{mypackage}
or
\usepackage[options]{mypackage}
in order to modify settings.

Package mypackage is described by mypackage.sty file.
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Remarks

I Not all the packages are compatible with all document
classes;

I Some packages are not compatible with pdflatex;

I Not all packages are compatible between themselves;

I Order of loading often matters (next package can
override partially the previous one; some packages
depend on other packages);

I Some packages require other packages and call them;
some packages require other packages but do not call
them (so you must preload the needed packages);

I Loading package twice should be avoided if possible;

I Some packages are buggy and/or no more supported;

I Packages are not born equal;

I Packages (and to lesser degree classes) are constantly
updated – check on http://www.ctan.org. Here you can
find classes, packages and documentation.

http://www.ctan.org
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depend on other packages);

I Some packages require other packages and call them;
some packages require other packages but do not call
them (so you must preload the needed packages);

I Loading package twice should be avoided if possible;

I Some packages are buggy and/or no more supported;

I Packages are not born equal;

I Packages (and to lesser degree classes) are constantly
updated – check on http://www.ctan.org. Here you can
find classes, packages and documentation.

http://www.ctan.org
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The rest

After you load packages and some other settings you can
define your own macros.

Don’t define your own macros before packages are loaded –
packages can override them or your macros can redefine
some definitions needed for packages.

Preamble ends by
\begin{document}

and document ends by
\end{document}.
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